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Foreword
by the Acting VOSA Chief Executive

In the three years since the first edition of The safe
operator’s guide was published, technical advancement
and innovations have been introduced at such a pace
that we have produced this second edition.
The new edition is part of a suite of VOSA publications dedicated to giving
useful information to operators, drivers and other staff involved in the use of
goods and passenger carrying vehicles. The Guide covers the introduction
of digital tachographs and graduated fixed penalties and deposits for offences
relating to drivers’ hours, record keeping, overloading and construction and use.
The first edition of the Guide proved popular with operators and I can fully
recommend this revised edition as it provides high quality and useful advice
to help you operate safely and within the law.

FOREWORD

Alastair Peoples
Acting VOSA Chief Executive
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Foreword
by the Senior Traffic Commissioner

In our role as the regulators of commercial vehicles, the
Traffic Commissioners regard education and training as
essential elements in the prevention of road accidents.
We support the publication of this revised edition of The
safe operator’s guide. The Guide sets out the required
procedures and systems which operators need to implement to enable users to
monitor driver performance and conduct (for example drivers’ hours and record
keeping) and the operators of vehicles (use, maintenance and loading), together
with all other matters which impact upon their contribution to road safety.
This Guide also contains useful advice on the employment and training of drivers
(including agency drivers), the introduction of the driver certificate of professional
competence, and how to ensure compliance with essential road safety rules
relating to statutory weight limits for certain classes of commercial vehicles.
The annexes include information on the role of the Traffic Commissioners,
who are the independent regulators of the road transport industry, together
with advice to transport managers and a section dealing with driver fatigue.
Traffic Commissioners welcome this new edition of The safe operator’s
guide, which together with VOSA’s sister publication, the Guide to maintaining
roadworthiness, provides a basis for every operator to achieve compliance
with the law to ensure that road safety and fair competition are not put at risk.
We commend the Guide as a model of best practice for operators.

FOREWORD

Philip Brown
Senior Traffic Commissioner
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Section 1:
Introduction
About this Guide
The Vehicle and Operator Services Agency
(VOSA) has produced this Guide to explain the
operator’s licensing system and to help make sure
that all goods and passenger carrying vehicles are
used safely and legally.
The procedures and systems explained in this
Guide are useful for both new and established
users of goods and passenger vehicles. The
guidance applies to everyone – whether you
already hold an Operator’s Licence or, because of
the size of your vehicles or their use, you do not
need a licence.
New operator
If you are a new operator, you will find this Guide
useful for advice on the types of systems and
procedures to put in place for your employee
drivers, loaders and other staff. If you follow the
advice given in this Guide, you can make sure
you are complying with the law and that your
compliance can be monitored and controlled.
A VOSA Examiner will visit all new operators
to assess how well those monitoring systems
and procedures are working. While there,
the Examiner will give advice on any
shortcomings found in the systems and
will answer any related questions.

SECTION 1: Introduction

Experienced operator
If you are an experienced and established
operator, you will be able to use this Guide as a
benchmark to assess whether the systems you
already have in place are comprehensive enough
or whether they need reviewing and improving.
Easing the burden on the compliant
To avoid causing inconvenience and disruption to
good operators, VOSA Examiners are now
targeting those operators that are more likely
to be a risk to road safety. To achieve this,
all operators are being given a grading which
Examiners at roadside checks will be able
to access on their hand-held devices.

Those operators shown to be a greater risk to
road safety are more likely to be stopped for an
enforcement check, while those shown to pose
the least risk will be allowed to go on their way
without a full check. (See section 6 for a more
detailed explanation of targeting and the Operator
Compliance Risk Score.)

What does this Guide contain?
The procedures and systems described in this
Guide relate to the monitoring and control of
drivers’ hours, record keeping, speeding, driver
licensing and the maximum permitted weights
of vehicles.
This Guide:
• summarises best practice advice on safety
procedures relating to various aspects of
employees’ duties (such as driving and loading);
• summarises general procedures for managers of
commercial road transport businesses to make
sure they comply with all licensing regulations
and contribute to road safety; and
• explains the legal position of operators in
relation to compliance.
This Guide also discusses the importance of
training drivers, loaders and support staff, and
explains the compliance checks that drivers and
other staff will come across in their jobs (such as
road checks, operator visits and vehicle testing).
Other guides and codes of practice
There are many guides, manuals and codes of
practice available relating to all aspects of a
transport business. Please note that this Guide
is mainly concerned with monitoring systems
to help with compliance. Although some best
practice advice is included (such as the loading of
vehicles and training of drivers), it is in summary
form only and therefore should not be taken as
comprehensive guidance on the subjects.
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We have produced a separate VOSA booklet to
help you apply for an Operator’s Licence, called
Goods Vehicle Operator Licensing – Guide for
Operators. We have also produced a manual
called A Guide to Maintaining Roadworthiness,
which gives details about the systems you
need to put in place for maintaining vehicles
in a roadworthy condition. Drivers’ hours rules
and record keeping requirements are explained
in VOSA guides GV262 (for heavy goods vehicles)
and PSV375 (for passenger carrying vehicles).
1

Information on most of the important aspects of
operating commercial transport can be found in
other VOSA guides listed in Annex 12 of this
Guide. We recommend you read and keep these
guides for future reference. There are also codes
of practice available relating to various aspects of
transport operations, including the weighing of
vehicles and the safety of loads on vehicles.
Nobody’s perfect
VOSA recognises that operators of heavy goods
or passenger carrying vehicles will not be perfect
all of the time. However, we do want you to be
vigilant and responsible.
The penalties for and consequences of noncompliance to you the operator – and to the
general public – can range from the inconvenient
to the very serious and, sometimes, to the
catastrophic. You and your staff may be
prosecuted and your vehicles may be prohibited.
At worst, you may cause serious injury or fatal
accidents due to tired drivers or poorly loaded
and badly maintained vehicles.

How does the law affect me?
Traffic Commissioners have the power
to revoke, suspend or curtail your
Operator’s Licence. They may also impose
various conditions on the way you operate
authorised vehicles if you don’t comply with
the requirements of the licensing system. If
you continue to use a heavy goods vehicle
when your licence has been revoked, your
vehicle and any goods carried in it could be
impounded and your assets may be lost.
A Traffic Commissioner may also suspend
or revoke a driver’s vocational licence on the
grounds of non-compliance with drivers’ hours
rules and/or other driver licensing legislation.
When an Operator’s Licence is granted, the
holder makes written promises to the Traffic
Commissioner that, among other matters,
he/she will have a working system in place to
make sure that the drivers abide by drivers’
hours/record keeping regulations and that the
vehicles will be maintained properly and used
within the weight limits.
The person holding the Operator’s Licence
must report to the Traffic Commissioner, within
28 days, any convictions relating to the drivers
or the holder of the licence, and any event
affecting the good standing of the operator,
such as an authorised vehicle being seized
by HM Revenue & Customs when found to
be using illegal fuel.

Health and safety
(risk assessments)

1

SECTION 1: Introduction

As well as general road safety, your first
consideration must be the health, safety and
welfare of all your staff. The text that follows is
therefore particularly important. Health and safety
and risk assessments should be ingrained in all
your thoughts about all planning aspects of any
transport business.

See Annex 12 of this Guide for full details. Many of these guides are available on request from any VOSA Traffic Area Office or Test Station, and from the VOSA
website at www.transportoffice.gov.uk. Useful addresses and sources of further help can be found in Annex 13 of this Guide.
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How does the law affect me?
An employer must give, ‘as far as is
reasonable’, a safe, risk-free workplace and
systems of work. To comply with regulations,
the employer has to carry out suitable and
sufficient risk assessments, record the
significant findings and make sure that
employees are given information, instruction,
training and supervision to ensure their safety.
The information given to employees can be
provided in whatever form is most suitable,
but it must be relevant and easily understood
by everyone.
Research shows that more work-related
deaths and injuries occur on the road than
in the ‘static’ workplace. In the light of this
research, the Department for Transport (DfT),
together with the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE), have published a useful guide called
Driving at Work – Managing Work-Related
Road Safety.2

SECTION 1: Introduction

Risk assessments should be a compulsory
part of any transport business. We advise you
to carry out a separate risk assessment for each
and every type of duty carried out by drivers, all
other staff, vehicles and premises.3

2

Copies of the guide can be downloaded free from the HSE website at www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/. You can also link to the guide from the road safety page
of the DfT website (www.dft.gov.uk).

3

More information on this subject can be found in the Health and Safety Executive’s Approved Code of Practice and Guidance (ACOP),
available from www.hse.gov.uk.
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Section 2:
Monitoring procedures and systems (in general)
This section gives best practice advice on the procedures and systems
to put in place in order to comply with the law. It covers tachograph
monitoring, speed limiter monitoring, record keeping, duty rosters
and timetables and record books.

We recommend that each item in the list has a
related procedure for checking the standard
of compliance and a system for immediately
acting on any non-compliance. It is important
to have a system for immediate action so that
the situation can be corrected, procedures can
be introduced for training, and control measures
can be introduced to prevent non-compliance
happening again.

4

You must make sure that vehicles are operated
as safely as possible. There is little point in having
a good monitoring system in place if faults and
bad behaviour (minor or serious) are seen and
acknowledged but just allowed to continue.
All monitoring systems should make sure that
you or the responsible manager are aware of all
critical dates for mandatory and safety checks on
vehicles and components.4

Items to be monitored

Action/information available

Tachographs

When installed and when last calibrated, check for malfunction or repairs needed.

Speed limiters

When fitted or repaired, check for malfunction.

Record keeping

Issue, return, check/analyse, store/file tachograph charts or manual record books
and/or duty rosters and timetables. Download, store and analyse digital data from
driver smart cards and digital tachographs. Ensure that adequate numbers of
company cards are available to manage and download data on digital tachographs.

Drivers

Check driving licence, driver smart cards, training, scheduling of duties and rotas,
hours of work, record keeping and control measures around non-compliance.

Plating and testing

Check dates and details of MOTs, accuracy of Ministry/Type Approval Plate and
storage of current certificates.

Insurance

Check extent and relevance of cover, and check dates of expiry for each vehicle.

Vehicle Excise Duty

Check correct duty paid and Vehicle Excise Licence clearly displayed on each
vehicle. Check reduced pollution certificates.

Loads

Check details of consignment (quantity, weight, details of consignor(s) and/or
delivery points). Check that you stick to weight limits on plating certificate.

Operator licensing
(authorisation and discs)

Update authorisation and specification of current vehicles. Monitor Public Service
Vehicle (PSV) licence discs on vehicles in service or being used to carry
passengers. Check that all sub-contracted operators hold an Operator’s Licence.

Vehicle condition and
maintenance records

Complete records of safety maintenance inspections and repairs should be
retained to demonstrate that the vehicles have been kept in a roadworthy
condition. This is equally important when the maintenance is contracted out.

The sample planner chart in VOSA’s A Guide to Maintaining Roadworthiness can be adapted for this purpose.

SECTION 2: Monitoring procedures and systems (in general)

As an operator, it is your responsibility to put
proper arrangements in place to make sure that,
where relevant, each vehicle and driver complies
with all the items listed below.
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The main items to be monitored include:

Tachograph monitoring system

Scheduling and planning duties

If you are using vehicles that are subject to the
EC Drivers’ Hours and Record Keeping Regulations,
you need to have a system in place that makes
sure the tachograph is functioning correctly. Such
a system will keep you informed about the current
working state of the tachograph. It will also make
sure that procedures are in place for malfunction
reporting by the driver and for swift action to be
taken to solve the problem. Also, the system
should make sure that the operator knows about
significant dates coming up so that the necessary
inspections can be carried out.

Any operator of goods and passenger carrying
vehicles should have a good system in place for
scheduling drivers’ duties to take account of all
the relevant drivers’ hours, working time and
health and safety regulations.
The planned journey must be practical and must
not jeopardise road safety. Therefore, you should
allow some time for general congestion on routes,
especially around places where delays often
occur. You should also consider the limitations
on the hours that the driver can work and take
into account any known disruptions to traffic on
highways, at ports or other places on the route.
Allow extra time for inexperienced drivers and
for drivers unfamiliar with any given route or
vehicle. Relief drivers, who are often the newest
and most inexperienced of a company’s drivers,
are sometimes given routes or vehicles not
favoured by the regular drivers. We suggest that
it may be more sensible, in the interests of road
safety, for you to use only the more experienced
drivers on difficult journeys, especially if unfamiliar
vehicles are being used.

SECTION 2: Monitoring procedures and systems (in general)

Remember to consider driver, load and vehicle
security if the vehicle is to be parked somewhere
overnight. Good forward planning, including time
spent on researching safe stopping/parking
places, is essential to the driver and the company.

Golden rules for planning schedules and
work rosters
• Never compromise road safety by putting
pressure on drivers to complete journeys
when insufficient time has been allowed.
(If your driver is stressed, the vehicle’s
running costs will also be higher.)
• Take into account a driver’s experience,
familiarity with the type of vehicle and
knowledge of the route.
Items for monitoring from the table on page 9
are now examined in more detail.

5

Please refer to the speed limiter thresholds table in Annex 8.

Your tachograph monitoring system should include
a way of registering essential information, including:
• the date of the initial calibration and a record of the
calibration details (if they are not on the certificate);
• a ‘bring forward date’ for a reminder to book
vehicles in for two-year inspection and six-year
inspection/recalibration (analogue tachographs)
and two-year calibration (digital tachographs);
• the Type Approval ‘e’ number of the tachograph
and the corresponding record sheet type number
(so that correct charts can be issued to drivers);
• a record of the details of all submitted driver
defect reports concerning malfunctioning
tachographs and actions taken to solve the
problems (including relevant dates);
• details of any minor or major repairs, including
any seals broken and replaced; and
• a system to check tachographs for any
malfunction or tampering (e.g. to find any fitted
illegal wires, templates, blocking devices, etc)
and to record that checks have been carried out.

Speed limiter monitoring system
We recommend you put a system in place for
checking that the speed limiter is functioning
correctly at all times, otherwise road safety may
be compromised. The system should check:
• installation date;
• position of the speed limiter plate and the
accuracy of its details;
• any speed limiter malfunction and a record that
any checks have been carried out;
• evidence from tachograph records that the vehicle
has exceeded the regulated speed limit5; and
• records of all submitted driver defect reports
concerning malfunctioning speed limiters and
actions taken to solve the problems (including
relevant dates).
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Note: if you find any malfunction of the instrument
or any evidence of speeding, you should discuss
it with the driver concerned as soon as possible.

Drivers’ hours and tachograph
record keeping system
(EC Regulations)
It is essential for road safety reasons that you can
show that your drivers are keeping to the hours
and record keeping regulations. You should
therefore have a good monitoring and control
system in place.
Digital tachographs require the electronic
downloading of data from driver smart cards and
tachographs – this will support improved methods
of analysis but requires different administrative
processes to those used for analogue tachograph
records. It is vital that your system works properly
and that it covers the following:

Issuing tachograph record sheets (charts)
and print rolls for digital tachographs

The transport manager (or delegated person)
should keep a record detailing:
• the quantity and type of charts/print rolls
issued (i.e. make and Type Approval number);
and
• the driver’s name and date of issue.

Returning tachograph record sheets (charts)
and printouts from digital tachographs

The transport manager (or delegated person)
should keep a record detailing:

Checking and downloading of driver
smart cards

The transport manager (or delegated person)
should ensure that downloading of the data from
driver smart cards is carried out at a frequency
no greater than the legal maximum6 and often
enough to ensure that no data is lost. This will
enable the operator to capture a full record of
the drivers’ activities. Driver smart cards will,
for most types of operation, hold up to 28 days
of data; the card will overwrite the oldest records
once full.
Routine checking and downloading of smart
cards should be conducted, particularly for parttime and agency drivers, to confirm that the card
is valid and that drivers have adequate time to
complete the duties assigned to them.

6

Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006 introduced a requirement for Member States to set a maximum period within which data shall be downloaded. At the time of
writing a time period has not been agreed and legislation has not been introduced into Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
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• the date and time of return of the charts
or printouts; and
• any other relevant details, including the
quantity, the date of each chart/printout,
the reasons for the printout and any unusual
aspect (e.g. damaged or defaced charts,
missing charts).
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Lock-in and lock-out of digital tachographs
using a company card

Company cards are provided to assist operators
in managing digital data. They are the ‘key’ that
enables operators to identify data recorded on
digital tachographs generated while the vehicle
is in their care, and to prevent downloading by
unauthorised persons. In the event of a
tachograph failure away from base, the company
card will help the tachograph workshop to
identify and return data to the operator.
The use or non-use of a company card does
not provide any proof of control of the vehicle
or impose any liability on an operator. For the
reasons stated above, and to support the
operator in managing electronic data, it is
recommended that company cards are used.

Downloading digital data from digital
tachographs

The transport manager (or delegated person)
should ensure that downloading of the data from
a digital tachograph is routinely conducted, using
a company card, at a frequency no greater than
the legal maximum and often enough to ensure
that data is not lost.

SECTION 2: Monitoring procedures and systems (in general)

This enables the operator to ensure the
completeness and accuracy of data captured
from driver smart cards and to take timely
remedial action to resolve any problems. The
tachograph will have a record of all driving and
will enable identification of all driver cards used
and periods of driving where no card has been
used.
In addition to driver activity, the data will include
information such as the record of ‘events’ and
‘faults’ recorded by the tachograph,
consideration of which should form part of the
routine analysis of the records.
Inspecting tachograph record sheets (charts)

You should nominate a competent person to be
responsible for checking or analysing the record
sheets (charts). This person may be the transport
manager, another employee or an independent
contractor. Record sheets (charts) should be
checked for obvious errors immediately on
their return and analysed as soon as possible.
Particular items that should be checked for
omissions or errors include:
On the centrefield
• driver’s surname and first name;
• date(s);
• start/finish places and odometer readings; and
• vehicle registration mark (including any required
change of vehicle information on the reverse of
the charts).
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Recordings
• check correct use of the mode switch
mechanism; and
• look for any interference with the recordings,
such as bent styli, interference in the electrical
supply, opening of the tachograph head and
missing kilometres (including any discrepancies
in the odometer readings/distance trace totals
or in the distances recorded between towns).
Charts
Checks on the charts should be made to ensure
that the recordings (or manual entries) show the
time that the driver started his/her duty and that
he/she stuck to all rest, break and driving
periods, as well as to the speed limiter settings.
Charts should also be scrutinised for drivers
exceeding speed limits, including when driving
on single/dual carriageway roads, where these
can be identified in the recordings.

Analysis of digital data

Digital data, downloaded from digital
tachographs and driver smart cards, requires IT
equipment and software to enable analysis. This
equipment can be installed at the operator’s
premises for analysis by the operator or their
staff.
Alternatively, analysis can be conducted remotely
by a third party. Analysis of the data follows the
same rules as provided above for the inspection
of tachograph record sheets (charts) used with
analogue tachographs. Digital data must,
however, be available to anyone from the
operating centre authorised to inspect it.

Records of analysis of driver records

You should keep a record of the analysis and the
results for both analogue and digital tachograph
records. This can include reasons why particular
journeys have not been completed as originally
scheduled (e.g. unforeseen breakdowns or
weather/traffic problems) and whether or not
the driver has endorsed the back of the chart
or printout in such a case.

SECTION 2: Monitoring procedures and systems (in general)

The information on the charts can and should be
compared with other relevant documents, such
as time sheets (or job/journey sheets), to check
any discrepancies in the time that duty starts and
ends, times and places of picking up/dropping
off (especially for passenger carrying vehicles)
or loading/delivery (especially for goods
carrying vehicles), and overnight stops
and distances travelled.
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If an independent analysis bureau is used, the
charts should be sent to the bureau as soon
as possible and the analysis reports checked
immediately they are received. In the case of
digital data copies of the original files, these
can be sent for analysis while the original file is
retained for inspection if required. The contracted
service should be customised to suit your needs
as an operator and you should monitor the
analysis reports for accuracy.
Listing faults and offences (both serious
and minor)

You should list all drivers’ hours and records
offences relating to each driver and vehicle
(including speeding and tachograph faults)
that you find during the analysis.
You should have a procedure in place for quickly
bringing this list to the attention of the person(s)
responsible for the running of the transport
business (i.e. the Certificate of Professional
Competence holder, the actual operator
or the controlling director).

Monitoring and training drivers

In the interest of road safety, you should put
a system in place to interview drivers when
offences are discovered, so that you can discuss
and arrange a suitable training programme and,
where necessary, impose sanctions.

SECTION 2: Monitoring procedures and systems (in general)

Your system should make sure that:
• each driver is dealt with in a just, fair and
unprejudiced way;
• any agreed training programme is relevant to
the offences or problems discovered;
• a progressive disciplinary procedure is in place
to deal with drivers committing repeated
offences; and
• a record is kept of any action or training
programme begun concerning the driver.
Repairing tachographs

You should put a procedure in place for acting
on the information gained from the analysis of the
charts so that you can correct any tachograph
malfunctions found. The law says it is an offence
to use a vehicle with a defective tachograph.
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Storing record sheets and printouts

The law says that you must keep the tachograph
record sheets (charts) and printouts for at least
one year from the date of their use. You should
store/file them in a safe and easily accessible
place. There are various methods of storing the
charts (e.g. on pegs, in envelopes, in folders,
etc). However, both the charts and the printouts
must be kept in date order, either under the
registration number of each vehicle or the
name of each driver.

Storing digital data

Data downloaded from digital tachographs and
from driver smart cards must also be stored
for at least one year.
For the purposes of confirming the authenticity
of data, it must be stored in its downloaded
format,7 and operators must ensure that the
equipment they, or any contracted third party
agencies, use is able to fulfil this requirement.
Data may be stored remotely from the operating
centre, e.g. on the server at an Analysis Bureau,
providing it can readily be made available (e.g.
by email transfer).

Keeping and filing Working Time Directive
records

The law says that you must keep a record of the
hours worked by all employees, including mobile
workers. This can be in a very simple form,
such as through the normal payroll system.
These records should be stored/filed for at least
two years after the end of the period covered.

7

Regulation (EC) 1360/2002 specifies the technical requirements for data format and authentication using digital signatures.
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You must be able to give employed drivers and
other workers copies of the records of hours
worked if you are asked.
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Duty rosters and timetables
(passenger vehicles on regular
services)
It is not only crucial that your drivers carry,
and keep to, the published timetable but
also important that you keep a record of the
driver and vehicle being used on any journey in
case you are questioned about it by the Traffic
Commissioner, the police or VOSA Examiners.8

How does the law affect me?

SECTION 2: Monitoring procedures and systems (in general)

National regular passenger services9 on a
route of over 50 km using vehicles with nine or
more passenger seats come under Community
Regulation (EC) 561/2006 in April 2007, when
that Regulation replaces Community Regulation
(EEC) 3820/85. (Up to that time this affects
vehicles with 17 seats or more.) If the vehicle
being used on these services is not fitted with
a tachograph in accordance with Community
Regulation (EEC) 3821/85, you can use a duty
roster and timetable in respect of the driver’s
duties. The duty roster covers a period of at
least the previous 28 days and must be
completed strictly in accordance with the
Regulations (see booklet PSV375) and kept
available for inspection for a period of at least
one year from the date of use.
Regular passenger services up to and
including 50 km in length are not subject to
the EC Regulations. However, they are usually
subject to the domestic regulations (including
regulations made under sections 96 to 99 of
the Transport Act 1968) and, where local
services are operated, the routes of these
services need to be registered with the Traffic
Commissioner. In the UK there is no obligation
on the driver to keep any records when he/she
is engaged on such journeys, but the time
spent on this type of journey is counted as
‘other work’ in respect of the EC Regulations.
Therefore, if the same driver carries out EC
driving at any time in the same 24-hour period,
it must be recorded on the driver’s chart or,
if using digital equipment, by the tachograph,
as duty and be entered manually if necessary.

After 31 December 2007 duty rosters should
no longer be used because all vehicles by then
should be equipped with a tachograph that has
been fitted in accordance with Community
Regulation (EEC) 3821/85.
A local service is one where a Public
Service Vehicle is used to carry passengers
at separate fares and where passengers can
get on or off the vehicle within a distance of
15 miles/24.15 km (as the crow flies).
There are other conditions relating to a
local service and therefore any operator
contemplating setting up such a service
should contact Traffic Area PSV
Operator Licensing.

Record books (goods vehicles)
Operators using goods vehicles under one of
the exemptions contained in Articles 3 or 13
of Regulation (EC) 561/2006 are usually subject
to the domestic rules – requiring drivers to use
written record books. As the operator, you
should keep a register of the issue and return
of the record books. You should closely check
the entries, and any offences discovered should
be dealt with as explained above in relation to
the use of tachograph record sheets.

How does the law affect me?
You must keep the record books for at least
one year for enforcement staff to inspect.

8

Details about the requirements relating to various types of Passenger Carrying Vehicles (PCVs) can be found in Annex 5A of this Guide.

9

The definition of a ‘regular service’ is given in Annex 5B of this Guide.
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Section 3:
Drivers (employing, contracting and
safety issues)
This section concentrates on drivers and gives best practice advice on
their recruitment, licensing and training. It also offers best practice advice
on using agency drivers and sub-contracted operators, while clearly stating
your legal position.

The driver is the face of the transport business
to the general public. This includes most of the
customers and, therefore, the driver can be seen
as the ambassador for your company. Reliable and
motivated drivers are an important asset and this
should be considered at the time of recruitment.
In relation to road safety it is important that, when
recruiting a new driver, you pay enough attention
to his/her driving style, mental approach to driving
and accident history. It should be obvious from the
wording of the job description and the impression
given to the recruit at the first interview that you
attach great importance to a safe, defensive
driving style and to road safety in general.
Always include a test drive as part of the
recruitment process. However, try to remember that
a driver who normally drives well may drive badly
due to nerves and that an unreliable or erratic driver
may manage to control their natural inclinations.
Consider the results of any test drive carefully.
We recommend that any offer of a contract of
employment should only be made subject to a
satisfactory medical examination and, if relevant,
a Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) check of
the driver.

Driver licensing
It is important to put a rigorous procedure/system
in place to enable each driver’s licence to be
thoroughly and frequently checked, to avoid
possibly serious infringements of the licensing
laws. This is something that can be incorporated
into a driver’s contract of employment so that,
once the driver is employed, there is no problem
10

in asking the driver to produce the licence for
inspection and copying. You should always check
the validity of any self-employed (e.g. agencysupplied) driver’s licence.
It has been known for drivers to continue driving
despite being disqualified by the courts or after
having their vocational driving licence suspended
or revoked by a Traffic Commissioner. It is your
responsibility as operator to make sure that
employed drivers hold valid licences, not just
because a driving offence would be committed
and the vehicle’s insurance invalidated, but also
because of the road safety implications.
You should check the original driving licence(s)
and not a photocopy (which could have been
altered). Check all the details, especially name,
address, issue number, entitlement (categories
of vehicles), expiry date and endorsements.
However, we recommend that each time it is
checked you keep a photocopy of the licence
for the office file.
It is up to you how often you make checks on a
driver’s licence, but you should certainly make a
thorough check when a driver is first employed,
before they drive any vehicle. We recommend
that you then make regular checks on the licence
(e.g. every six months or so) so that the ongoing
situation can be closely monitored. If there is any
stalling by the driver about producing his/her licence,
you should enquire about the validity of the licence.
Operators can check directly with the Driver and
Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA) for the accurate
current licensing position of any driver. Please
note that this can only be done with the approval
of the driver, but his/her refusal may indicate a
possible problem with their licence.10

Detailed information on how you can check your driver’s licences with DVLA can be found at Annex 7B.

SECTION 3: Drivers (employing, contracting and safety issues)

Recruiting drivers
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If you are in any doubt, contact a VOSA Traffic
Examiner so that an investigation can take place.

Driver smart cards
A driver smart card does not provide proof of
an entitlement to drive. Without a driver smart
card, however, a driver cannot legally drive a
vehicle that falls within the scope of EU Drivers’
Hours Regulations if the vehicle is fitted with
a digital tachograph.
Routine checking and downloading of smart
cards should be conducted (see section 2).

Driver training
A driver who has received proper training should
be able to:
• drive more safely than a driver who has not
received proper training;
• work more efficiently than a driver who has not
received proper training;
• make risk assessments and understand risk
management;
• provide good customer service; and
• contribute to your transport business’s
positive image.
As a transport operator, if you pay attention to
traffic safety from the start of the training period,
you will help your drivers understand that safety
and reliability are the first priorities.

SECTION 3: Drivers (employing, contracting and safety issues)

Driver Certificate of
Professional Competence
A new qualification for professional bus, coach and
lorry drivers – the Driver Certificate of Professional
Competence (CPC) – is being introduced across
the EU. In the future, drivers will be required to hold
a Driver CPC in addition to their vocational driving
licence. The new requirement will be introduced
in September 2008 for bus and coach drivers
and in September 2009 for lorry drivers. In Britain,
implementation of the Driver CPC is being
administered by the Driving Standards Agency.
New drivers acquiring a vocational entitlement after
the relevant implementation date (and intending to
work as a driver) must obtain an initial Driver CPC
qualification. Drivers already holding a vocational
licence on the relevant implementation date will be
deemed to hold Driver CPC by acquired rights.
All drivers must complete 35 hours of training
every five years to keep their Driver CPC valid.
Further details can be found on the DSA website
at www.transportoffice.gov.uk

What sort of training is needed?
Training should cover all aspects of drivers’
work, and you should put a system/procedure
in place for each separate duty carried out.
We recommend that you set out each system/
procedure in an operations instruction manual
so that everybody, from driver and trainer
through to top management, knows exactly
what procedure needs to be carried out for
each item and can refer to it at any time.
The operations instruction manual should cover
the following duties:
• handling the specific vehicles used by
the operator;
• drivers’ hours and record keeping (including
relevant legislation);
• following vehicle maintenance procedures
and systems;
• carrying out all safety precautions (before, during
and after driving), such as walk-round checks;
• the correct control of speed;
• safe, secure and legal loading;
• safe and secure parking (both at your
company’s base and away from it);
• refuelling safely;
• driver behaviour;
• company procedures and administration;
• route knowledge; and
• completing border formalities.
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• in the event of sudden emergencies;
• when stopped and checked by enforcement
staff (which now includes VOSA Examiners who,
in their own marked cars and uniform, have the
power to stop certain vehicles);
• for overnight stops;
• on ferry/Eurotunnel crossings; and
• when travelling abroad.
Remember: training programmes are not just
for new drivers. You should organise refresher
courses for each driver, ideally every year. You
should also arrange special training for drivers
who change vehicle type or who are given a
different type of transport operation.
Safety first
Road users and pedestrians expect a lot from
a professional driver, and safety is vital. Therefore,
you should pay specific attention to defensive and
anticipatory driving.
Customer satisfaction
Customer satisfaction depends greatly on the
driver’s competence, attitude and ability to deal
with all kinds of people, each with their own
needs. The degree of customer service needed
depends on the type of transport operation, but
it is vital that you familiarise your drivers with the
importance of the ‘ambassadorial’ approach.
It is important that the person carrying out
and/or managing driver training also has a good
reputation in respect of road safety, defensive
driving style, customer service and courtesy.
This person should lead in these areas by good
example and, whether or not they are an
experienced driver, they must be respected
by their colleagues and the trainees.
You can use your own staff to provide in-house
training. Alternatively, VOSA and many other
organisations supply excellent training courses
for drivers and management in all areas of goods
and passenger carrying transport operations.

Driver handbook (or manual)
We recommend that you produce a driver
handbook (or manual) which should:
• explain clearly and in detail how a driver is
expected to carry out all of his/her duties;

• be easy to use; and
• give clear, practical work instructions, with
special attention given to safety procedures.
It is good practice to involve your drivers in the
preparation and championing of the handbook
so that they are happy to use it. You should
update the handbook regularly to make sure it
stays relevant and does not become so out of
date that drivers ignore it.
Contents of the driver handbook (manual)
We recommend that your driver handbook
includes information on the following:
• The vehicle: daily inspection and general use
of the vehicle, use of vehicle documents and
advice on reporting defects.
• Tachograph: use of instrument, keeping
records and returning record sheets,
downloading driver smart cards.
• The driver: championing the transport
company, maintaining customer satisfaction
and how the driver is expected to act in
various situations (e.g. at a roadside
enforcement or roadworthiness check).
• Driving: instructions on safe and reliable
driving techniques, driving hours and breaks,
plus advice on complying with maximum
speed limits relevant to the type of vehicle
and road, and driving at low speeds in adverse
weather/road conditions.
• Management: procedures to follow when
specific incidents occur (e.g. accidents),
form filling, record book completion and
general administration (e.g. reporting illness).
You should make sure that all new recruits
receive a personal copy of the handbook and
that they are made familiar with it during initial
training. To encourage your drivers to read and
use the handbook, we recommend that you
include a test on the contents as part of your
training programme. You could also arrange
quarterly meetings to discuss specific subjects
taken from the handbook.
We recommend that you ask your drivers to
sign for receipt of their handbook, and to say
that they are familiar with its contents and will
act in accordance with the instructions. This way,
if a driver regularly disobeys the instructions,you
could discuss the handbook during that driver’s
performance evaluation.

SECTION 3: Drivers (employing, contracting and safety issues)

You may also wish to include the correct
procedures to be followed:
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Driver performance evaluations
It is important to monitor the performance of your
employed drivers because it helps maintain a good
working relationship. As long as performance
evaluations are carried out properly, they can have
a positive effect on driver motivation. This should
help to improve the road safety performance of the
drivers and lower the accident rate of your
company’s vehicles.
Performance evaluations should not only take
place at the end of a driver’s probationary period
to determine whether or not a permanent position
should be confirmed. You should also carry out a
performance evaluation at least once a year.
Evaluations can also take place at the request of
a driver or if a problem arises relating to a driver.
Such problems are often work related, but they
can sometimes be connected to a problem in the
driver’s private life that is affecting his/her
performance and therefore needs discussing.

Sanctions and rewards

SECTION 3: Drivers (employing, contracting and safety issues)

The management of your company may consider
setting up a system to acknowledge performance
that is above or below the expected standard.
For example, your company may set up an
annual road safety award, or they may choose to
recognise good or poor daily performance (e.g. a
driver’s accident record, or a driver’s failure to
stick to hours/records regulations or company
handbook rules).
A record of any sanction or reward should be kept
in a driver’s personnel file. The aim of sanctions
and rewards is to motivate and improve morale by
showing that the employer cares about and notices
good and bad performance. However, financial
rewards should never mean that a driver can earn
more money by breaking the law.
Remember:
• Any sanction/reward system should be
explained to all staff before it is introduced.
• Rewards to staff can be given either collectively
or individually, but sanctions (or penalties)
should only be imposed individually.
• Payments relating to distances travelled and/or
the amount of goods carried must not be made
if they could endanger road safety or encourage
infringement of the drivers’ hours rules.

Saving fuel and protecting
the environment
There are a number of government-recognised
organisations that offer help and assistance in
considering fuel consumption and protection of
the environment.
Freight Best Practice is the new name for the
Transport Energy Best Practice programme.
Freight Best Practice is funded by the Department
for Transport and managed by Faber Maunsell Ltd
to promote operational efficiency within freight
operations in England. Freight Best Practice offers
free information for the freight industry, covering
topics such as saving fuel, developing skills,
equipment and systems, operational efficiency
and performance management. The Freight Best
Practice programme produces a guide entitled
Preventative maintenance for efficient road freight
operations, available to download free of charge
from www.freightbestpractice.org.uk.
The Energy Saving Trust works to cut greenhouse
gases and air pollution in the road transport sector.
The trust promotes cleaner, lower-carbon vehicles
and fuels, eco-friendly driving techniques and
low-carbon transport alternatives.
FuelChamp provides a range of driver
development and fuel efficiency advice services
aimed at reducing the impact which the road
haulage and passenger transport industry has
on the environment. The FuelChamp service
package includes the DfT-approved SAFED (Safe
and Fuel Efficient Driving) programme, which has
demonstrated average fuel savings of more than
10 per cent; a corresponding saving in fuel and
reduction in carbon and CO2 emissions; and a
reduction in gear changes of 37 per cent. It is
expected that SAFED, soon to be accredited, will
qualify as a training module under the EU Training
Directive requirements to be implemented in 2008
for buses and coaches and 2009 for LGV drivers.

Using agency drivers
When you need to use an agency to supply drivers,
it is important to list all the conditions of the drivers’
temporary employment in a binding contract with
the agency. These conditions should include issuing
instructions to the driver, using the vehicle and any
equipment or property, and returning tachograph
record sheets. You should also make sure you are
happy that proper arrangements are in place at the
agency for checking driver’s licences and for you to
personally check the supplied drivers’ current
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driving licences and driver smart cards (including
access to the card to ensure adequate availability to
conduct the duties you wish to assign to the driver).

the original tachograph record sheets are not
returned to the operator within the required time.

Employment agencies are required to meet
minimum standards of conduct established
under the Employment Agencies Act 1973
and associated Regulations. The Conduct
of Employment Agencies and Employment
Businesses Regulations 2003 seek to protect
those using the job finding services provided
by employment agencies. The Regulations
can be found on the Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI) website at www.dti.gov.uk/
employment/ employment agencies/
index.html.

1. You (the operator) make a photocopy of
the chart(s) of agency drivers and/or take a
download record of the driver smart card.

There have been problems within the industry
around the use of agency drivers. One problem
is the failure of the agency (and the driver) to tell
operators about recent work carried out by the
driver that could result in a breach of drivers’
hours regulations and adversely affect road safety.
Another problem is in securing the return of
charts to the operator when agency drivers have
been employed for driving duties – in future, this
could also include the provision of digital data
downloaded from driver smart cards.
Both of these issues should be written into
any contractual agreement with an agency.
The contract should also provide for you (as the
operator) to request relevant information from the
agency driver and to check the driver’s tachograph
record sheets and/or driver smart card to ensure
that the driver has had sufficient rest and is able
to legally carry out the required duties for you.
There should be contractual arrangements in place
to secure the return of the record sheets and any
printouts of data within the required period. Even
with that arrangement, a situation might arise where

2. The driver retain the original(s) in order to comply
with Article 15(7) of EC Regulation 3821/85.
3. You (the operator) then seek to obtain the
return of the chart from the driver or agency
within the required period.
If the original tachograph record sheet cannot be
produced, we suggest that (in the case of agency
drivers), provided that the employer (the operator)
can produce a photocopy and has taken all
reasonable steps to try to get the original returned,
this could provide evidence of ‘reasonable excuse’
under section 97A of the Transport Act 1968.
Section 99ZA of the Transport Act 1968
(in reference to the Inspection of Records
and Other Documents and Data Relating
to Recording Equipment) states:
(1) An officer may, on production if so
required of his authority, require any
person to produce, and permit him
to inspect, remove, retain and copy:
(a) if that person is the owner of a vehicle
to which section 97 applies, any
document of that person which the
officer may reasonably require to
inspect for the purpose of ascertaining
whether the provisions of this Part of
this Act have been complied with;
(b) any record sheet or hard copy of
electronically stored data which that
person is required by the Community
Recording Equipment Regulation to
retain or to be able to produce;
(c) any book, register or other
document required by the applicable
Community Rules or which the officer
may reasonably require to inspect for
the purpose of ascertaining whether
the requirements of the applicable
Community Rules have been
complied with.

SECTION 3: Drivers (employing, contracting and safety issues)

The DTI’s Employment Agency Standards
(EAS) Inspectorate is responsible for enforcing
the legislation. EAS inspectors investigate
relevant complaints concerning the conduct
of employment agencies and visit agencies’
premises, where applicable, to inspect their
records. Anyone who has experienced a
problem with an employment agency should
contact the EAS helpline. The helpline number
is 0845 955 5105.

Therefore, we recommend that:
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99ZD Offence of failing to comply with
requirements or obstructing an officer
(1) A person commits an offence if he:
(a) fails without reasonable excuse to
comply with any requirement imposed
on him by an officer under any of
sections 99ZA to 99ZC of this Act; or
(b) obstructs an officer in the exercise of
his powers under section 99ZB or 99ZF
of this Act.
(2) A person guilty of an offence under
subsection (1) of this section is liable
on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding level 5 on the standard scale
[currently maximum of £5,000].
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Although section 99ZD makes no mention of
a ‘reasonable excuse’, VOSA would, in cases
involving agency drivers, treat each case on its
merits. If you can produce a photocopy record
and the Examiner can be satisfied that all
reasonable steps have been taken to secure
the return of the original record sheet, we may
consider it inappropriate to prosecute you for
failing to produce the original record(s).
We have produced a suggested procedure that
can be followed when you employ temporary
drivers, whether through an agency or not.
We have also produced a questionnaire and
declaration in conjunction with Warwickshire Police
and the Trade Associations in 2002. It has since
been approved by the Traffic Commissioners.11

Using sub-contracted operators
It is part of any transport business’s responsibility
to make sure that all sub-contracted operators
are fully licensed to operate their own vehicles
and drivers. Quite often, sub-contractors are
one vehicle owner-drivers who, partly because
they do not like turning down opportunities, are
vulnerable to overworking and cutting corners.
This problem is not helped by a tendency for
operators to give their more difficult journeys to
these sub-contractors and, in some cases, to
then shut their eyes to the consequences of
possible offences being committed.

To avoid these problems, before sub-contracting
work to another operator, you should make
adequate enquiries about the sub-contracted
operator’s legality, suitability and reliability. You
can do this by requesting that the sub-contracted
operator sends you relevant references and details
of their Operator’s Licence. We also recommend
that you draw up and sign a suitable contract.12
Finally, always treat the sub-contracted operator
with the same respect you would expect yourself.

Working Time Regulations
(application)
The Working Time Regulations 1998 were
introduced in order to implement the EC Working
Time Directive (93/104/EC) across Great Britain.
The regulations set out minimum health and
safety requirements for the organisation of
working time. Non-mobile workers have to
comply with all the provisions under those
1998 Working Time Regulations (as amended).
Then in March 2005, the Road Transport
Directive (RTD) (2002/15/EC) came into effect
for employee drivers and crew members
when the Road Transport (Working Time)
Regulations 2005 were introduced. However,
these 2005 regulations will not come into effect
for genuine self-employed drivers (as defined
under the RTD) until 23 March 2009.

How does the law affect me?
The 2005 Regulations (implementing the
RTD) apply to employed drivers and crew
of vehicles being used ‘in scope’ of the EC
Drivers’ Hours Regulations (3820/85/EEC or
561/06/EC) or the European Agreement
Concerning the Work of Crews of Vehicles
Engaged in International Road Transport (AETR).
The purpose of the RTD was to establish
minimum requirements relating to the organisation
of working time. In this way, the RTD will improve
the health and safety of people performing mobile
road transport activities, improve road safety
and align conditions of competition.

11

A sample questionnaire and declaration can be found in Annex 7A of this Guide.

12

You can check the validity of an Operator’s Licence with the Traffic Area Office. Alternatively, contact a VOSA Examiner if there are doubts over the validity
of an Operator’s Licence, or carry out a check at www.transportoffice.gov.uk.
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Drivers and crew of vehicles that are ‘in scope’
under EC Regulation 3820/85 (or 561/2006)
or the AETR benefit from the provisions
concerning paid annual leave and the right
to health assessments for night workers.
Health assessments must be offered before
a driver starts working nights and then on a
regular basis. In addition, drivers must be
requested to complete a questionnaire relevant
to the type of night driving work to be carried
out. If the answers in the questionnaire cast
any doubts on a driver’s fitness to carry out
such night work, he/she must be asked to
attend a medical examination.
The definition of self-employed drivers as it
applies to the RTD is very narrow.13

How does the law affect me as a
self-employed driver?
To be a self-employed driver in the context
of this directive, the driver must meet all the
criteria under the new regulations. For
example, he/she must not be tied to one
employer, he/she must have an amount of
control over his/her own work and he/she
must rely on profits directly from the work
undertaken to provide an income.

Other ‘mobile workers’ (i.e. employed drivers
exempt from the EC Drivers’ Hours Regulations
(3820/85/EC or 561/2006/EC) but subject to the
UK domestic regulations) can also now benefit
from some of the provisions contained in the
1998 Working Time Regulations.

How do the Working Time
Regulations 1998 affect me?
Mobile workers under domestic rules are
subject to the ‘working time limits’ (maximum
average 48 hours per week). Although they
are excluded from the ‘night work limits’,
mobile workers are entitled to ‘adequate
rest’ (i.e. regular rest periods that are long
and continuous enough that their (and anybody
else’s) health is not damaged).
There is an ‘opt-out’ for drivers in these
regulations in relation to the average 48-hour
weekly limit. The opt-out allows an employee
to agree, in writing, to work longer hours.
However, there is no such opt-out in the RTD.

Keeping records of employees’
working time under the RTD
Records are normally kept by the employer.
However, they will need to be kept by the
agency if the driver has a contractual relationship
with them (or is paid by them) rather than with
the hirer.

This means that drivers working for one operator
but who are not on the PAYE (pay as you earn)
system would probably not qualify as selfemployed under this definition. This is because
they are usually not free to work for others. Agency
drivers are also unlikely to qualify as self-employed
because they are usually paid by the hour and
have no share of the profits from the work.
However, sub-contracted operators (i.e. sole
trader owner-drivers with their own Operator’s
Licence) may be considered self-employed
and may therefore be exempt from the RTD
until 2009.

13

See Annex 6A of this Guide for a summary of the RTD and Annex 6B for the RTD’s definition of a self-employed driver.
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How do the Road Transport
(Working Time) Regulations 2005
affect me?
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How does the law affect me?
The 2005 Regulations state that employers
must:
• be responsible for recording the working time
of mobile workers;
• keep the records for at least two years after
the end of the period covered; and
• upon request, give mobile workers copies of
the records of hours worked.
In consequence of the introduction of the RTD
and the subsequent Road Transport (Working
Time) Regulations 2005, which allow the use of
tachograph records to monitor working time,
drivers now have to use the cross-hammers
mode for ‘other work’ and only use the
hatched box symbol for Periods of Availability
(POAs) (when known in advance).

Alcohol and drugs

SECTION 3: Drivers (employing, contracting and safety issues)

You may think that it is obvious to all staff
that consuming alcohol or taking drugs before
driving could have a catastrophic effect on the
whole transport business. Nevertheless, it is very
important for management to set out in clear
terms to all employees the consequences of
such actions and the sanctions (including
possible dismissal) that will be imposed on
anybody found to be using these substances.
We recommend that you introduce random
alcohol and drug testing and develop such a
policy in consultation with the workforce/trade
union. When setting your policy for alcohol testing
you should decide whether to use the UK legal
limit or the lower limit considered safe in most
European countries.
Drivers who start work early in the day are
particularly at risk of having excess alcohol left
in their system from the night before.

14

The study is summarised in Annex 4 of this Guide.

Driver fatigue
It is a concern of all responsible operators that
one of their goods or passenger carrying vehicles
could be involved in a fatal accident caused by
an employed driver falling asleep at the wheel.
Of course, sensible operators will do everything
they can to avoid such disasters by implementing
the monitoring systems detailed earlier in this
Guide (see section 2) about drivers’ hours and
record keeping.
It is your responsibility as operator to be satisfied
that your drivers are properly rested when they
start work and that they do not become tired in
the course of their driving duties.
There are several factors that may affect why
drivers become too tired to drive safely. You may
find it helpful to read the recent comprehensive
study carried out by the Sleep Research Centre
at Loughborough University, headed by Professor
J. A. Horne.14
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Section 4:
Vehicles (use, loading, etc)
Keeping your paperwork in order is essential for the efficient running of
any transport business. This section offers best practice advice on keeping
records on your vehicles.

Vehicle monitoring
We recommend that it is good practice to set
up a filing system with a folder for each individual
vehicle. The folder should contain all documents
related to that vehicle such as plating and test
certificates, registration document, tachograph
calibration/two-year inspection certificates, etc.
We also recommend that you set up a forward
planning system (manual or electronic) to store
bring-forward dates about tests, tachograph
inspection, Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) renewal,
vehicle servicing, etc.15
You should also make sure that Operator’s
Licence discs on passenger vehicles are being
used correctly. Discs should always be displayed
on the windscreen of passenger vehicles
whenever they are being used as Public
Service Vehicles.

preferably without disrupting the business (e.g.
the facility to hire in a similar vehicle at short
notice). This would allow the repair or replacement
of the vehicle to be carried out by, and at the
premises of, your transport business, or by an
outside company at its premises.
You must write a report of the fault and of the
correction made and keep this report with the
other documents relating to that vehicle. We
suggest you keep these records for at least 15
months. You might also want to consider asking
drivers, when they carry out their pre-driving
checks, to complete and sign a written report,
or make out a nil report as appropriate.16

Driver defect reports

Your system should include a procedure to
prioritise action on such reports, depending on
the seriousness of the defect. For example, if
there is a danger to road safety your procedure
should enable the defect to be corrected as a
matter of urgency. It also follows that when a
very urgent repair or component replacement is
needed, there should be a procedure to allow
the vehicle to be taken off the road immediately –

15

You can find more information on forward planning systems in A Guide to Maintaining Roadworthiness. You can order copies of the guide by visiting
www.transportoffice.gov.uk

16

More details about defect reports can be found in A Guide to Maintaining Roadworthiness.
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We recommend that you put a robust system
in place to allow drivers to report immediately
(both verbally and in writing) any defects relating
to the vehicle, including problems relating to the
functioning of the tachograph or speed limiter.
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Load details (consignor,
type, weight)

may also damage road surfaces, buildings,
bridges and other structures.

There are some types of journey (e.g.
international) and some types of load
(e.g. Hazchem) that, by regulation, require the
driver to carry a considerable amount of
information about the load. However, even
when it is not mandatory, it is advisable for
some details to be carried by the driver, especially
details relating to the type and weight of the
load, the name(s) and address(es) of consignors,
passenger lists, pick-up points and delivery
places. Carrying these details will save time
for the driver and your transport business if
an incident happens during a journey, or if the
vehicle is subject to an enforcement check.

There are codes of practice about loading
vehicles safely and weighing vehicles. Extracts
of the codes are contained in this Guide,17 but we
recommend that you keep copies of these codes
for your managers, drivers and loaders to read.18

We recommend that you keep all the relevant
details described above either in a register, as
loose sheets or in electronic form, and that you
have a system in place to keep that information
safe and easily available for inspection.

SECTION 4: Vehicles (use, loading, etc)

Load safety
It is important that you make sure your vehicles
are loaded properly and that drivers and all other
staff involved in the loading of vehicles are fully
trained. Insecure loads are an obvious danger
to the general public, and overloading may
make the vehicle difficult to control and therefore
dangerous to road safety. Overloaded vehicles

17

See Annexes 3A and 3B of this Guide.

18

Copies of the codes can be ordered from www.tso.co.uk.

Severe weather warnings
(high winds)
Large vehicles are at risk of being blown over
when they are operating in conditions beyond
their capability. This can cause severe road
accidents resulting in serious injuries and death to
not only the crew of your vehicle but also to other
road users. With the possibility that climate
change may make such severe weather
conditions more common in the future, operators
should be aware of any issued warnings in
respect of high winds, etc., and act accordingly.
Such warnings are usually given well in advance
by the Highways Agency, weather forecasters,
police and the trade associations. To avoid the
imminent danger, suggested measures include
delaying vehicles before they leave base or, if they
are already on the road, informing the driver of the
problem so that the vehicle can be sheltered in
a safe place such as a motorway service station.
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Section 5:
Compliance checks
Throughout this Guide we have referred to the possibility that your driver
and vehicle (while on the road) may be subject to compliance checks by
various enforcement agencies. But there are other driver and vehicle checks
that may be made in an enforcement agency’s office or at your business
premises. This section explains most of the major compliance checks you
may come across.

Most enforcement agencies employ staff who
carry out checks on vehicles and drivers at the
roadside or at ports. Some of these checks
involve staff from more than one agency. Several
times a year, multi-agency road checks take place
simultaneously at numerous sites nationwide.

The following list of government agencies explains
their main duties and powers affecting road
transport businesses. Your driver may be
checked on the road at any time by staff
from any one of these agencies.

Enforcement body

Scope/duties carried out

Vehicle and Operator Services Agency (VOSA)

• Checks on mechanical condition (including
exhaust emissions), loading (including Hazchem
and overloading), tachographs, speed limiters (using
special testing instruments), drivers’ hours and
record keeping. VOSA has the power to prohibit a
non-compliant vehicle and (from 2007) to issue a
fixed penalty or prosecute a driver and/or operator.
• Checks on licensing (Driver’s, Operator’s and
Vehicle Excise), plating and testing, Certificate of
Initial Fitness (COIF), permits and authorisations and
on all mandatory documents carried by the driver.
VOSA has the power to prosecute (or report for
prosecution) a driver or operator, and to impound a
goods vehicle (with its load) operating other than
under the authorisation of an Operator’s Licence.
• VOSA’s Examiners in England and Wales now
have powers to stop vehicles. This is often used
in conjunction with the automatic number plate
recognition (ANPR) equipment. Examiners in
distinctive uniforms and marked cars use these
powers to stop and direct goods carrying vehicles
and passenger carrying vehicles to a place
where the vehicle and driver can be checked
for compliance in relation to the items
mentioned previously.

SECTION 5: Compliance checks

Roadside and port checks
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Enforcement body

Scope/duties carried out

Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA)

• Checks on vehicle excise licensing and driver
licensing. DVLA has the power to prosecute.

HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC)

• Checks on fuel being used and on the load being
carried in relation to any duty paid and legality
(drugs, etc).
• HMRC has the power to seize a non-compliant
vehicle and load, and to arrest and prosecute the
driver and/or operator/owner.

Local authorities’ trading standards departments
or environmental health departments

• Checks on weight of vehicle and on exhaust
emissions. They have the power to prohibit a
non-compliant vehicle and/or prosecute the driver
and/or operator.

Department for Work and Pensions (DWP)

• Checks for fraudulent claims of benefits.

Health and Safety Executive (HSE)

• Checks on the type and content of loads, especially
related to vehicles about to use tunnels, bridges,
ferries and sea or air ports.

Police

• Checks on all aspects of a transport operation.
They have many powers (including the power to
stop, direct and prohibit vehicles and to arrest
drivers).
• Police officers are usually present to assist at the
checks organised by the other listed agencies.

Checks on insecure loads and
Hazchem vehicles
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These checks can take place at any time and
at any place where a vehicle is seen to be, or
suspected of being, insecurely loaded. In
extreme cases it is obvious that the load is
insecure because an item falls off the vehicle,
but in many situations a vehicle is seen with
insufficient or loose restraints. Sometimes
a vehicle is just not the suitable size or type
for the goods (or passengers) being carried.
Specific checks are made on vehicles marked
as, or suspected of, carrying hazardous goods
(Hazchem) to make sure they carry the correct
markings, driver testing and licensing paperwork,
and emergency items.19

Checks on overloading
Checks on the train, gross or axle weight of
vehicles are carried out at weighbridges or on
portable weighpads at sites anywhere in Great
Britain. The Enforcement Weighing of Vehicles
Consolidated Code of Practice gives best practice
advice for those carrying out enforcement weight
checks to make sure the results produced are
reliable. However, alternative methods, equipment
and sites exist, so the Code does not prevent
an enforcement officer from using alternative
methods as long as a court can be satisfied
that the results are accurate.20

19

See Annex 3A of this Guide for a list of ‘Dos and don’ts’ taken from the code of practice on Safety of Loads on Vehicles.

20

See Annex 3B of this Guide.
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From 2007, Examiners will be able to issue a
fixed penalty notice to a driver of a goods or
passenger carrying vehicle who is found to be
committing an offence. The powers for this were
brought in by the Road Safety Act 2006 with the
objective of creating equitable, proportional and
efficient roadside enforcement and to eliminate
discrimination. Previously, UK-based residents
were regularly prosecuted for offences relating to
current traffic legislation, whereas non-UK-based
residents were mainly dealt with by means of
prohibitions only and therefore usually escaped
any further sanction.
Graduation of offences
Most offences that are considered suitable to
be dealt with using fixed penalties (which include
those that are endorsable) are graded in band
levels in relation to the degree of seriousness and
the potential impact that each may have on road
safety. Drivers’ hours offences and overloading
offences are graduated in relation to the extent
of the offending; so, for instance, a person
exceeding the daily driving period by 30 minutes
would receive a lower-level fixed penalty than one
who exceeded the driving period by two hours.
Payment of a fixed penalty
(UK address holders)
Any driver who gives a satisfactory UK address
and accepts a fixed penalty notice will have 28
days to pay the penalty or to request a court
hearing. If a driver fails to notify the VOSA Fixed
Penalty Office of an intention to attend court or
does not pay the fixed penalty fee within the
allocated time limit, the fine will be registered with
the local court where the notice was issued and
the penalty will be increased by 50 per cent.
This is the same process as for the police’s
current fixed penalty system. In Scotland, nonpayment of a fixed penalty will result in a case
being forwarded to the Procurator Fiscal for
consideration of prosecution. Payments can be
made by debit/credit card, cheque or postal order.
More serious offences, such as those relating to
fraud, will not be subject to fixed penalties and
will continue to be liable for prosecution through
the courts.

Deposits
A key aspect of this scheme is that it allows us
to enforce regulations more effectively against
drivers who cannot give a ‘satisfactory’ address
in the UK, where it would be possible to serve a
summons on the person. The result is that all
drivers, regardless of their nationality, will receive
the same sanction for the same offence, i.e. a
fixed penalty or a court summons.
When a driver is unable to provide a satisfactory
UK address, a deposit payment will be required
that is equal to the fixed penalty amount.
However, if the offence is deemed too serious
for the offer of a fixed penalty, the driver will be
required to pay a larger deposit against any future
court fine. The deposit payments can be made by
debit/credit card or cash in sterling or euros only.
The rights of appeal still apply to the driver, and
any deposit will be refunded should the driver be
found not guilty in court. Any refusal to pay the
deposit will result in the vehicle being prohibited
from continuing on the journey. These prohibited
vehicles could also be immobilised until the
deposit payment is received or the case disposed
of by a court.
Tally points
All offences will also carry a tally points value,
which will be held on the VOSA driver record. The
system will operate in a similar way to the current
driver’s licence endorsable points system, with
significant offending being reported to the Traffic
Commissioners for consideration of disciplinary
action against the driver’s vocational licence.

Compliance checks at an
operator’s premises
The aim of the operator licensing system is to
promote road safety through the safe and proper
use of commercial goods and passenger carrying
vehicles, to ensure fair competition within the
industry and to protect the environment around
operating centres.
Therefore it follows that, as someone holding
an Operator’s Licence, you should accept that
compliance checks will be made not only on
the road but also at your business’s premises.
Usually, Traffic and Vehicle Examiners employed
by VOSA carry out these checks. It is the role
of the Examiners to investigate on behalf of the
Secretary of State and to support the operator
licensing system.

SECTION 5: Compliance checks

Graduated fixed penalty and
deposit scheme
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The main checks made at an operator’s premises
are as follows.
Compliance item

Scope of check

Assessing facilities

Examining the operator’s facilities, especially the
arrangements for maintaining vehicles, parking
vehicles and monitoring the work of the drivers.

Fleet and individual vehicle checks

Checking the roadworthiness of vehicles, including all
mechanical aspects (such as emissions, tachograph
and speed limiter equipment).

General document checks

Checking all documents, including vehicle
maintenance records, driver’s licences, plating, testing,
speed limiter and tachograph calibration certificates.

Drivers’ hours and record keeping checks

Checking all tachograph record sheets (charts), digital
data taken and stored by the operator from digital
tachographs and driver smart cards, manual record
books, duty rosters, timetables, and any other
document that can indicate adherence to drivers’
hours regulations (including wage books, scheduling
sheets and driver work/duty sheets).

Post-collision investigations

After fatal or potentially fatal collisions involving a goods
or passenger carrying vehicle, VOSA Examiners will visit
the operator of the vehicle to carry out investigations.

Monitoring working time

VOSA Examiners are responsible for investigating
allegations by employees about breaches in the
working hours and holiday conditions, as set out in
the Horizontal Amending Directive (HAD) (2000/34/EC)
of the EC Regulations on Working Conditions
(93/104/EC) and on various aspects of the Road
Transport Directive (RTD) (2002/15/EC).

Environment checks

Checking non-compliance with conditions relating to
the use of the operating centre.
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Types of operator visit (advisory,
investigative and/or compliance)
VOSA has a legal duty to make sure that
operators comply with the legislation surrounding
the use of goods and passenger carrying
vehicles. This relates particularly to goods and
passenger carrying vehicle operator licensing,
driver licensing, vehicle roadworthiness, drivers’
hours of work and record keeping.
VOSA also has an important advisory and training
role for transport businesses. In addition to
providing seminars for operators and training
courses for drivers and engineering staff, VOSA
Examiners can be contacted to give advice on
any compliance-related subject. Specialist advice
is also available by contacting VOSA’s helpline on
0870 606 0440.21
21

See Annex 13.

Advisory visits to new operators
Our Examiners visit, on an advisory basis, all
transport businesses that have recently been
issued with an Operator’s Licence and that are
therefore relatively new to the industry. The main
purposes of this visit are:
• to educate and advise operators on all aspects
of road safety legislation and to check that
systems and procedures are in place for making
sure the vehicles and drivers are properly
monitored22 (the systems and processes are
explained either in this Guide or in the VOSA
publication A Guide to Maintaining
Roadworthiness);23 and
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The advice does not end on the day of the visit.
You can contact your local VOSA office at any
time to ask any transport-related question of
Examiners or testing staff.24

Communication
We believe that clear and consistent
communication with operators is important in
maintaining standards and customer service, and
we will seek to improve the timeliness and clarity
of communication, addressing operators’ need for
enhanced communication on new requirements
and legislation.

Other visits to operators
There are four other distinct categories of
VOSA visits to an operator’s premises:

Minimum disruption
We recognise that enforcement activities can
cause disruption to vehicle schedules. As a
result, we will endeavour to keep delays of
goods vehicles to a minimum and aim to:

• announced Vehicle Examiner visit (fleet and
maintenance checks);
• unannounced Vehicle Examiner visit (spot
checks);
• announced Traffic Examiner visit (follow-ups);
and
• unannounced Traffic Examiner visit
(documentation checks, usually in relation
to drivers’ hours).

• release buses and coaches carrying passengers
or meeting a deadline within 30 minutes of
being stopped, unless prohibition on the further
movement of the vehicle has been issued or the
driver has been cautioned for offences; and
• remove overloading prohibitions within 24 hours
and roadworthiness prohibitions within three
days of a request being made.

Please note that unannounced visits currently
make up a good proportion of all checks as
these are necessary to give a true picture of
fleet condition and/or driver compliance.

Service-level agreement
The levels of service that we supply to operators
of heavy goods vehicles, trailers and Public
Service Vehicles (PSVs) are set out in a document
agreed by VOSA and the trade associations.
The document defines common principles
committing both parties to the agreement to high
standards of road safety and to ensure that heavy
goods vehicles and PSVs achieve verifiable high
standards of roadworthiness and compliance with
drivers’ hours, record keeping, loading and other
appropriate road transport legislation.

Visiting operators
VOSA recognises that traffic enforcement
investigations at an operator’s premises can
cause some disruption to the regular working
of the staff and will endeavour to minimise any
resulting inconvenience. During such a visit the
Traffic Examiner(s) may need to inspect
documents to check whether you and your
drivers are complying with the law. These may
include charts and other relevant documents
relating to drivers’ hours, tachographs and
speed limiter regulations.
Examiners are also responsible for checking that
the Road Transport (Working Time) Regulations
2005 are being complied with and that the
relevant agreements are being kept. Also, there
may be inspections of documents relating to
vehicle and driver licensing and vehicle records,
including MOT certificates.

22

The statutory powers of VOSA Examiners are explained in Annex 2 of this Guide.

23

Details of the checks carried out by Vehicle Examiners at operators’ premises and elsewhere are fully explained in A Guide to Maintaining Roadworthiness.

24

See Annex 13.
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• to decide whether any shortcomings in your
systems warrant a return visit, which will be
carried out by either a Traffic or Vehicle
Examiner (or both) within a few months.
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Our Examiners may from time to time require the
removal of the tachograph sheets, data and other
documents from the premises for inspection at
their offices. This is done to avoid inconveniencing
you by carrying out lengthy inspections on your
premises. In these circumstances, the Examiner
will issue a receipt for the tachograph charts and
any other documents removed for examination
(e.g. time sheets, wage sheets, work schedules,
duty rosters, etc) and will allow photocopies to
be made.
We will normally return all charts to you within
three months, unless a prosecution or other
action is to be taken. When this cannot be done,
for example where there is a large investigation
involving a significant number of drivers, we will
inform you of the progress made and when you
are likely to hear an outcome. In any case, you
will always be informed of the outcome within
six months.
Examiners also have an important advisory
role to drivers and operators and have a special
commitment to visiting new operators. You can
use the opportunity to gain information and advice
from the Traffic Examiner(s) during a visit, and it
would be helpful if you co-operate throughout any
investigation.

Quality assurance
We are committed to ensuring the effective
management of enforcement and testing
standards, training requirements and equipment
through quality assurance arrangements.

Your co-operation

SECTION 5: Compliance checks

It is in your interest to co-operate with Examiners.
Any operator who obstructs an Examiner’s
legitimate work is guilty of an offence, which may
result in prosecution and the loss of ‘good repute’.
All of this may jeopardise your Operator’s Licence.

25

Contact addresses can be found in Annex 13 of this Guide.

When things go wrong
We aim to provide a high standard of service
throughout the organisation but recognise that
there are times when things go wrong.
Your complaints will be acknowledged within
five days of receipt, and VOSA aims to reply
in full within 15 working days, in line with our
complaints policy.
All customers have the right to complain
if they are unhappy with the service they
receive. If you feel you have been unfairly
treated, you should complain about the
manner of the check and the Examiner’s
visit to the VOSA Area Manager at your
Area Office, or you can complain to
VOSA’s Head Office in Bristol.25
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Traffic Examiners’ checks
concerning licences, drivers’
hours/records and other
documentation
How does the law affect me?
Operators must comply with European
and domestic regulations on drivers’ hours,
drivers’ licences and operators’ licensing, as
appropriate. You must also maintain equipment
in working order and keep documentation
relating to your drivers and vehicles. Tachograph
charts and other records (such as duty rosters)
must be kept for at least one year from the date
of their use, and operators must carry out
sample checks on them as often as necessary
to monitor drivers’ compliance.
A Traffic Examiner may inspect:
• documents, to check you are complying
with various regulations at your premises
and to see whether you and your drivers are
complying with the law. These documents
may include charts and other documents
relating to drivers’ hours, tachograph and
speed limiter regulations, plus vehicle and
driver licensing related documents and
records such as MOT certificates.
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• tachograph charts and downloaded digital
data at your premises. If this is not possible
or the Traffic Examiner suspects that an
offence has been committed, the Examiner
may remove the charts or a copy of the data
for later analysis at a VOSA office. In these
circumstances, the Examiner will tell you
about his/her suspicions and allow you to
photocopy the charts for your records. The
Examiner will also give you a written receipt
listing details of the tachograph charts, data,
record books and any other documents
removed for further examination (e.g. time
sheets, wage sheets and work schedules).
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Section 6:
Operator Compliance Risk Score (OCRS)
OCRS is a tool that VOSA has designed to assist our Examiners in the
targeting process. It is a mechanism used to calculate which operators are
most likely to be non-compliant when checked at the roadside. It will also
be used in our offices to prioritise investigations of those operators most
likely to be operating outside the law.
We use two methods to calculate an OCRS Index
score. The two methods are:
• historical – using recorded data relevant to the
operator; and
• predictive – used for operators with no recorded
historical data.

How a historical score is
calculated

SECTION 6: Operator Compliance Risk Score (OCRS)

The primary source for calculating a historical
score is the data held and continually updated by
VOSA. The roadworthiness score includes vehicle
defects found at the roadside or at operators’
premises and, in respect of those operating
goods vehicles only, defects found at annual
vehicle tests.
Offences resulting in successful prosecutions and
VOSA advisory letters are included in the
calculation of the Overall Traffic score. Also, ‘clear
encounters’ are recorded in the data (i.e. when no
defects or offences are found at a road check or
testing station).
The following data is used in the calculation of a
historical score:
• first/annual test data, including any defects
resulting in a failure;
• fleet check vehicle inspections, including any
prohibitable defects;
• roadside inspections, including any prohibitable
defects;
• prosecutions and advisory letters held in VOSA’s
Prosecution and Legal Services (PLS) records;
and
• checks/tests where no defects or offences are
found are treated as a clear encounter.

In the future it may be that other factors
are included in the OCRS score, such
as fixed penalties issued in relation to
an operator’s vehicle or employed driver
and the quality of the vehicle and driver
monitoring systems that an operator has
in place. However, you will be kept fully
informed in respect of any item that will
have an effect on your score.
How does the calculation work?
• Each vehicle encounter (roadside inspection,
fleet check or test) is entered as one event.
• Each defect or offence is given a point rating,
based on the severity of the defect or offence.
• All events with no defects or offences are
treated as a clear encounter and carry zero
points.
• The scoring mechanism calculates the average
number of points per event, and this score is
termed the ‘Index score’. Similar operators,
e.g. GB HGV, have their Index scores compared
with each other and ordered by their level of
compliance, giving a ‘Relative score’.
How is the Relative score allocated?
The Relative score is allocated as follows:
• Operators with all clear encounters, a zero
Index score, will have a Relative score of zero.
• The worst 10 per cent of operators with an
Index score above zero will have a Relative
score of 10.
• The next 10 per cent of operators will have a
score of nine.
• This is repeated with every 10 per cent until the
‘best’ 10 per cent with an Index score above
zero will have a Relative score of one.
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The Relative score is given a colour code
of red, amber or green. The current
parameters for roadworthiness are green:
0 to 3; amber: 4 to 8 and red: 9 to10.
How will the VOSA Examiner know an
operator’s Relative score?
The scoring process will be run weekly, allowing
newly registered operators to be scored and to
take into account any new vehicle encounters.
The operator’s Relative score will be made
available to VOSA’s Examiners at the roadside,
displayed on a hand-held device with the OCRS
field highlighted on the initial screen in the
relevant colour.
The scores will be shown as R (red), A (amber) or
G (green) and as a numeric value of 0 to 10.
Operators who have a red or amber score are
more likely to be targeted than those with a green
score. However, this does not mean that
operators with a green score will never be subject
to checks. It does mean, though, that these
operators will not be targeted on the basis of their
OCRS score.
How can operators find out their score?
You can find out your OCRS score by requesting
it in writing, quoting your Operator’s Licence
number. To comply with data protection, the
request must be made on your headed notepaper
and be signed by a responsible person. The score
will only be given when VOSA is satisfied that you,
the applicant, have a right to view the data.

How operators can improve their OCRS
You can improve your historical OCRS Index
score by having a clear encounter, i.e. a test
pass or a roadside check where no prohibitions
are issued relating to defects or one where no
offences are reported.
However, it should be noted that although
you can improve the Index score by improving
your performance, this does not guarantee that
your overall relative score will be improved, as
this is calculated by comparing operators with
their peers. If comparable operators improve at
the same rate, or better, then your relative score
may remain the same or even reduce.

How a predictive score
is calculated
As the predictive OCRS is calculated using
the past performance of operators with similar
characteristics, it is only used where we have
no history of that operator.
As soon as we have a history for that operator,
their OCRS score will become historical, based
on their history of encounters with VOSA. Any
operator with a red predictive OCRS score
who subsequently has a clear encounter will
automatically move to a green historical
OCRS score.

The Vehicle and Operator Services Agency
Datacare Team
Welcombe House
91–92 The Strand
Swansea SA1 2DH
OCRS scores should not be disclosed to a
driver at the roadside, unless the driver
can prove that they are the sole proprietor
or the operator of the vehicle.
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The written request should be sent to:

Annex 1A:
The role of Traffic Commissioners

How does the law affect me?

Public inquiries

ANNEX 1A: The role of Traffic Commissioners

How does the law affect me?

Driver conduct hearings
How does the law affect me?

Appeals

ANNEX 1A: The role of Traffic Commissioners

How does the law affect me?

Annex 1B:
Traffic Commissioner guidance for transport
managers in the road haulage and bus and
coach industries

ANNEX 1B: Traffic Commissioner guidance for transport managers in the road haulage and bus and coach industries

Conclusion

Annex 2:
VOSA Examiners (authorisation and powers)

How does the law affect me?
1. Warrants are issued by the Secretary of State for Transport to:

2. The warrant authorises an Examiner to:

www.transportoffice.gov.uk

ANNEX 2: VOSA Examiners (authorisation and powers)

Categorisation of Defects

Powers to stop vehicles
(accredited persons)

ANNEX 2: VOSA Examiners (authorisation and powers)

How does the law affect me?

Annex 3A:
Load safety

Do not
Safety of Loads on Vehicles

Safety of Loads on Vehicles

www.tso.co.uk

ANNEX 3A: Load safety

Do

Annex 3B:
Enforcement weighing

Enforcement Weighing of Vehicles Consolidated
Code of Practice

How does the law affect me?

ANNEX 3B: Enforcement weighing

How does the law affect me?

Enforcement Weighing of Vehicles Consolidated Code of Practice
www.transportoffice.gov.uk

www.tso.co.uk

How does the law affect me?
within

ANNEX 3B: Enforcement weighing

above

Annex 4:
Driver sleepiness

ANNEX 4: Driver sleepiness

Study (general summary)

ANNEX 4: Driver Sleepiness

Key findings

Annex 5A:
Passenger carrying vehicles: summary of
type of use

Vehicles adapted to carry more than eight
passengers but not more than 12 passengers
How does the law affect me?
Vehicles adapted to carry not more than eight
passengers
How does the law affect me?
Vehicles adapted to carry more than eight
passengers but not more than 16 passengers

ANNEX 5A: Passenger carrying vehicles: summary of type of use

How does the law affect me?

restricted

without

Vehicles adapted to carry more than
16 passengers

How does the law affect me?

www.transportoffice.gov.uk

ANNEX 5A: Passenger carrying vehicles: summary of type of use

Duty rosters (further information)

Annex 5B:
Passenger carrying vehicles: definition of a
regular service

The EC Regulation on common rules for the International Carriage of Passengers by
Coach and Bus (EC Regulation 684/92 as amended by EC Regulation 11/98) says:
1.

Regular services are services which provide for the carriage of passengers at specified
intervals along specified routes, passengers being taken up and set down at
predetermined stopping points. Regular services shall be open to all, subject, where
appropriate, to compulsory reservation. The regular nature of the service shall not be
affected by any adjustment to the service operating conditions.

2.

Services, by whomsoever organised, which provide for the carriage of specified
categories of passengers to the exclusion of other passengers, insofar as such services
are operated under the conditions specified [in the previous paragraph] shall be deemed
to be regular services.

ANNEX 5B: Passenger carrying vehicles: definition of a regular service

Special regular services shall include:
(i)
the carriage of workers between home and work;
(ii) carriage to and from the educational institution for school pupils and students;
(iii) the carriage of soldiers and their families between their state of origin and the area of
their barracks.
The fact that a special regular service may be varied according to the needs of users shall
not affect its classification as a regular service.

Annex 6A:
Summary of the EC Road Transport Directive
(RTD) (2002/15/EC)

Weekly ‘working time’

• This is restricted to a 48-hour week
•

Periods of availability

not

•

•

•

•

Night workers

•

Derogations

•

not

•
Breaks and rest in respect of ‘other work’ and
‘mixed work’

•
•

•
•

Rest periods will mirror those under existing EC Drivers’ Hours Regulations (561/2006/EC).

ANNEX 6A: Summary of the EC Road Transport Directive (RTD) (2002/15/EC)

It is possible to work up to 60 hours in a single
week

Annex 6B:
The EC Road Transport Directive (RTD)
(2002/15/EC) and self-employed drivers

23 March 2009

ANNEX 6B: The EC Road Transport Directive (RTD) (2002/15/EC) and self employed drivers

The law states:
‘Self employed driver’ shall mean anyone
whose main occupation is to transport
passengers or goods by road for hire or
reward within the meaning of Community
legislation under cover of a Community
licence or any other professional
authorisation to carry out the aforementioned
transport, who is entitled to work for himself
and who is not tied to an employer by an
employment contract or by any other type of
working hierarchical relationship, who is free
to organise the relevant working activities,
whose income depends directly on the
profits made and who has the freedom to,
individually or through a co operation
between self employed drivers, have
commercial relations with several customers.
For the purposes of this Directive, those
drivers who do not satisfy these criteria
shall be subject to the same obligations
and benefit from the same rights as
those provided for mobile workers by
this Directive.

Annex 7A:
Agency driver questionnaire and declaration
each

Sample questionnaire and declaration to be completed
by the temporary driver
Name of agency:
Name of driver:
Vehicle reg. no.:

Date of birth:
Date:

Route no.:

Are you on the books of any other company or employment agency? Yes

No

If ‘Yes’, give details:

When did you last finish work? (enter date and time):
When did your last weekly rest finish? (enter date and time):
Have you worked for any other company or carried out any other employment since your last
weekly rest? Yes
No

I understand the requirements of drivers’ hours and tachograph legislation.
I understand the UK speed limits for large goods vehicles.
I agree to inform you of any reason why I should not undertake the work required in respect
of statutory rest, driving duty, etc.
I agree to access to my driver card while I am working for this transport undertaking.
I agree to return ALL tachograph charts used on [at] work in accordance with the
EC Regulations.
I understand the operation of the vehicle and undertake to leave it in the condition in which
it was taken out. I will complete a Driver’s Inspection Report.
I understand that the answers to the above questions are correct.
Driver’s signature:

Date:

ANNEX 7A: Agency driver questionnaire and declaration

If ‘Yes’, which days (S/M/T/W/Th/F/Sat) and which company [did you work for] or [what]
employment [did] you carried [carry] out?

Form to be completed by the transport manager or supervisor
Start time:

Finish time:

Above data checked from driver’s charts and card

Total hours:
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Driver’s licence number:
Photocopy taken
Driver issued with new chart numbers:
Number of days driver employed:
Photocopy of charts taken at end of employment
Any other information:

ANNEX 7A: Agency driver questionnaire and declaration

Signature of manager/supervisor:

Date:

Annex 7B:
Driver’s licence checks

08702 400 009
09061 393 837

ANNEX 7B: Driver’s licence checks

08708 501 074

Annex 8:
Speed limiters thresholds
Passenger vehicles with more than 8 passenger seats (bus)
Diesel/LPG/natural gas

ANNEX 8: Speed limiters thresholds

Vehicle size
(gross design
weight)

C&U reg 36A
paragraph

First registered

Use

Date

Stabilised speed
not to exceed

Passenger vehicles with more than 8 passenger seats (bus)
Petrol
C&U reg 36A
paragraph

First registered

Use

Date

Stabilised speed
not to exceed

ANNEX 8: Speed limiters thresholds

Vehicle size
(gross design
weight)

Passenger vehicles with more than 16 passenger seats (coach)
Diesel/LPG/natural gas
Vehicle size
(gross design
weight)

C&U reg 36A
paragraph

First registered

Use

Date

Stabilised speed
not to exceed

Passenger vehicles with more than 16 passenger seats (coach)
Petrol

ANNEX 8: Speed limiters thresholds

Vehicle size
(gross design
weight)

C&U reg 36A
paragraph

First registered

Use

Date

Stabilised speed
not to exceed

Goods vehicles
Diesel/LPG/natural gas
C&U reg 36A
paragraph

First registered

Use

Date

Stabilised speed
not to exceed

ANNEX 8: Speed limiters thresholds

Vehicle size
(gross design
weight)

Goods vehicles
Petrol

ANNEX 8: Speed limiters thresholds

Vehicle size
(gross design
weight)

C&U reg 36A
paragraph

First registered

Use

Date

Stabilised speed
not to exceed

Annex 9:
Vehicle testing (taking your LGV or PCV
to a Test Station)

At the Test Station

How does the law affect me?

ANNEX 9: Vehicle testing (taking your LGV or PCV to a Test Station)

The test

ANNEX 9: Vehicle testing (taking your LGV or PCV to a Test Station)

Failed tests and prohibitions (value points)

Voluntary testing

Annex 10:
Countries subject to the EC Regulations
and the AETR

The AETR rules apply to the whole of any
journey if any part of it passes through any
of these AETR countries

ANNEX 10: Countries subject to the EC Regulations and the AETR

The EC Regulations apply when travelling
wholly within or between these countries

ANNEX 11: Relevant legislation

Annex 11:
Relevant legislation

Annex 12:
Useful publications

Manuals
Guides

Categorisation of Defects

A Guide to Maintaining Roadworthiness
Drivers’ Hours and Tachograph Rules for Goods
Vehicles in the UK and Europe (GV262)

HGV Inspection Manual

Drivers’ Hours and Tachograph Rules for Road
Passenger Vehicles in the UK and Europe
(PSV375)

PSV Inspection Manual

A Guide to Taking Your Lorry Abroad
A Simplified Guide to Lorry Types and Weights

Codes of practice

Goods Vehicle Operator Licensing – Guide for
Operators (GV79)

Enforcement Weighing of Vehicles

Public Service Vehicle Operator Licensing –
Guide for Operators (PSV437)

Safety of Loads on Vehicles

Passenger Transport Provided by Voluntary
Groups Under the Section 19 or 22 System –

Enforcement Checks on ‘In Service’
Passenger Vehicles

Guide for Operators (PSV385)
Local Bus Service Registration – Guide for
Operators (PSV353A)

ANNEX 12: Useful publications

Flexible Registrations – Guide for Operators
(PSV358A)
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Annex 13:
Useful addresses

Many of these organisations
carry out training services.
VOSA HQ
Berkeley House
Croydon Street
Bristol BS5 0DA
Tel: 0300 123 9000
Fax: 0117 954 3212
Email: enquiries@vosa.gov.uk
VOSA Operations
Ellipse
Padley Road
Swansea SA1 8AN
Tel: 0300 123 9000
VOSA website address
www.transportoffice.gov.uk
Website addresses of bodies responsible
for trunk roads:

ANNEX 13: Useful addresses

Highways Agency (England)
www.highways.gov.uk
Transport Scotland:
www.transportscotland.gov.uk
Transport Wales:
www.wales.gov.uk
Confederation of Passenger Transport UK
Drury House
34–43 Russell Street
London WC2B 5HA
Tel: 020 7240 3131
Fax: 020 7240 6565
www.cpt-uk.org

Freight Transport Association
Hermes House
St John’s Road
Tunbridge Wells
Kent TN4 9UZ
Tel: 01892 552222
Fax: 01892 534989
www.fta.co.uk
Road Haulage Association
Roadway House
35 Monument Hill
Weybridge
Surrey KT13 8RN
Tel: 01932 841515
www.rha.uk.net
GoSkills
Sector Skills Council for Passenger Transport
Concorde House
Trinity Park
Solihull
Birmingham B37 7UQ
Tel: 0121 635 5520
Fax: 0121 635 5521
www.goskills.org
Skills for Logistics
14 Warren Yard
Warren Farm Office Village
Milton Keynes MK12 5NW
Tel: 01908 313360
Fax: 01908 313006
www.skillsforlogistics.org

Society of Operations Engineers

North Western

Freight Best Practice
South Eastern and Metropolitan
Energy Saving Trust

Western
FuelChamp

West Midland

Offices of the Traffic
Commissioners

Scottish

Eastern

Welsh (Cymru)

ANNEX 13: Useful addresses

North Eastern

Index

see

Categorisation of Defects

INDEX

see also

Driving at Work – Managing Work-Related
Road Safety

Enforcement Checks on ‘In Service’
Enforcement Weighing of Vehicles Consolidated
Code of Practice

Drivers’ Hours and Tachograph Rules for Road
Passenger Vehicles in the UK and Europe
(PSV375)

see
Flexible Registrations – Guide for Operators
(PSV358A)

INDEX

Drivers’ Hours and Tachograph Rules for Goods
Vehicles in the UK and Europe (GV262)

see also
Goods Vehicle Operator Licensing –
Guide for Operators

see

Guide to Maintaining Roadworthiness, A
Guide to Taking Your Lorry Abroad, A

Local Bus Service Registration –
Guide for Operators (PSV353A)

INDEX

HGV Inspection Manual

see

Preventative maintenance for efficient road
freight operations

PSV Inspection Manual
see
Public Service Vehicle Operator Licensing –
Guide for Operators (PSV437)

Passenger Transport Provided by Voluntary
Groups Under the Section 19 or 22 System –
Guide for Operators (PSV385)

INDEX

Passenger Vehicles

Safety of Loads on Vehicles

Simplified Guide to Lorry Types and Weights, A

see also

see

INDEX

see

see also

see

INDEX

see

The safe operator’s guide (revised 2009)

The safe operator’s guide

Produced by the Department for Transport in partnership with the transport industry

(Revised 2009)

